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DATES:

W FT T S

CHECKLIST - BEFORE YOU POST
SEARCHABLE

SAVEABLE

SHAREABLE

STORY-FOCUSED

STARTS-CONVOS

FORMAT - MIX FORMATS THROUGHOUT WEEK

REEL

LIVE > IGTV

1 MIN + VIDEO

CAROUSEL

SINGLE IMAGE

SAMPLE WEEK OF FEED POSTS:

EDUCATIONAL

WEEKLY CONTENTING

ENTERTAINING

EMOTIONAL

EXCLUSIVE

ENGAGING

pick onepick one
daily: 1-3 stories |  10/10/10 commenting

M: EMOTIONAL / IMAGE POST 

W: EDUCATIONAL / CAROUSEL POST 

W: ENTERTAINING / REEL 

weekly: 1-3 feed posts min diff categories

HOW SPECIFIC & NICHE CAN YOU GET?

EXPERTISE | NICHE | YOU BECOME RESOURCE

FUNNY | CREATIVE 

INSPIRES | MOTIVATES | RELATABLE | HUMAN

BEHIND THE SCENES

ASK QUESTIONS 

What zillow's decision to end their ibuyer program means

should you update/repair your home before listing it?

what's the real cost of waiting to buy/sell?

is the market "correcting" - what does that mean for buyers?

community best ofs | holiday related content 

trending reel theme real estate related  

2022 goal planning/vision board 

Are you experiencing imposter syndrome?

what's the podcast/book that inspired you this week?

day in the life of 

interviews with local small business owners 

sharing your takeaways from a webinar you attended

help me decide ....

need advice/ recommendations/ please help

x is the best x .... change my mind

keywords | hashtags | captions | write alt text 

answers ?s | solves prob | tips | not about you 

answers ?s | tips | not about you | **aesthetic

you vs i language | relatable character

asks questions | be proactive!

hook < 3 sec | call to action | captions | cover

can schedule lives | pre-create cover photo

turn on auto captions | create series |  links | cover

simple | large font | cta

keywords | hashtags | captions | write alt text 

** pro tip; take this week's
post and repurpose them
for next week's ex: turn
reel into carousel post

Copyright @chelsea.peitz

share something unexpected or funny from your day 



KEYWORDS/ HASHTAGS (MIN 10 MAX 30)

NICHE
(1,000S)

SMEDIUM
(10,000S)

*Relevant to topic | Hyper-Local | You want to be found for | What YOUR
Customer is searching for

MEDIUM
(100,000S)

REELS TRENDING SOUNDS/THEMES TO TRY:

WHAT QUESTIONS HAVE YOU BEEN ASKED THIS THIS WEEK?

WHAT LOCAL/NATIONAL INDUSTRY NEWS OCCURED?

WHAT NATIONAL DAYS/HOLIDAYS ARE THIS WEEK?

WHO CAN YOU HIGHLIGHT OR SHOUT OUT THIS WEEK?

WHAT ALREADY POSTED CONTENT CAN YOU RE-PURPOSE?

WHAT CONTENT ARE YOU CONSUMING & WHAT DID YOU LEARN?

Content JumpstartersContent Jumpstarters

WEEKLY CONTENTING

Copyright @chelsea.peitz

COMMENTING TO BUILD BRAND: 10 | 10 | 10 STRATEGY
leave more than just a few words

do not use "great pic" or "great video"

Ask a question 

tag others if appropriate

10 MIN ON TIMER

10 COMMENTS DOWN FEED

10 COMMENTS ACROSS STORIES


